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ABSTRACT 

Fluids have been sampled from 9 wells and 2 
fumaroles from the East Flank of the Coso 
hydrothermal system with a view to identifying, if 
possible, the location and characteristics of the heat 
source inflows into this portion of the geothermal 
field.  Preliminary results show that there has been 
extensive vapor loss in the system, most probably in 
response to production.  Wells 38A-9, 51-16 and 
83A-16 show the highest CO2-CO-CH4-H2 chemical 
equilibration temperatures, ranging between 300-340 
°C, and apart from 38A-9, the values are generally in 
accordance with the measured temperatures in the 
wells. Calculated temperatures for the fractionation 
of 13C  between CO2 and CH4 are in excess of 400 °C 
in fluids from wells 38A-9, 64-16-RD2 and 51A-16, 
obviously pointing to equilibrium conditions from 
deeper portions of the reservoir.  Given that the 
predominant reservoir rock lithologies in the Coso 
system are relatively silicic (granitic to dioritic), the 
isotopic signatures appear to reflect convective 
circulation and equilibration within rocks close to the 
plastic-brittle transition.  3He/4He signatures, in 
conjunction with relative volatile abundances in the 
Coso fluids, point to a possibly altered mantle source 
for the heat source fluids. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

On a regional scale, hydrothermal system fluids 
associated with magmatic heat sources carry  

 
geochemical and isotopic signatures which provide 
insights into the deeper crustal processes operating in 
the magmato-tectonic provinces from which they 
derive (eg. Fischer and Marty, 2005;  Hilton, 1996;  
Giggenbach, 1995).  The heat source at Coso is of 
particular interest in this regard owing to the 
relatively shallow nature of the plastic-brittle 
transition (4 – 5 km, Lees, 2002), and the fact that it 
is situated in a tectonically complex environment 
which has resulted in crustal thinning, and appears to 
show strong asthenospheric influence on the 
hydrothermal system fluid compositions (Monastero 
et al., 2005). 
 
On a smaller scale, isotopic and geochemical 
signatures also provide valuable information about 
physical reservoir processes in geothermal reservoirs, 
and location(s) of source inflows into geothermal 
fields (Christenson et al., 2002, Kennedy & 
Truesdell, 1996).  Such information is of course 
invaluable for resource exploration and development 
programs.   
 
A key motivation for this work has been to provide 
information that could assist with future EGS 
developments within the East Flank compartment of 
the Coso system, where it is reasoned that knowledge 
of natural heat source inflows and recharge pathways 
could augment such development. 
 

 



SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS 

A total of 9 production wells (Fig. 1) and two 
fumarolic discharges (West Canyon Fumarole, WCF 
and Steamline Fumarole, SLF) were sampled on the 
East Flank in May 2005.  In addition, one high-
temperature well each from the Navy I (68-6) and the 
BLM West (23-19-RD) compartments were sampled 
for comparative purposes.  Waters were chemically 
analyzed at GNS Science (NZ) for routine major 
constituents, including 18O and 2H.  Major and trace 
volatiles were also chemically analyzed at GNS 
Science, stable isotopes of C, N and O were analyzed 
at Isotrace NZ Ltd., and noble gas isotopes were 
analyzed at  the LBNL Centre for Isotope 
Geochemistry. 
 

 
Figure. 1  Location map for wells on the East Flank 

of the Coso system. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

 
Water Chemistry 
Evidence suggests that exploitation of the field has 
affected the compositions of liquid-phase samples in 
this study to such an extent that very little 
information pertinent to the identification of source 
fluid inflows into the East Flank can be derived from 
them.  Owing to insufficient recharge, field 
operational strategy entails injection of flashed 
production brines back into the reservoir via injector 
wells (Fig. 1), and significant but presently 
unquantified injection returns have been recognized 
in all wells apart from 38C-9 and 38D-9. 
 
Fortunately, and in contrast to earlier practice in other 
parts of the system, off-gases have not been injected 

into the East Flank reservoir.  Therefore, dilution by 
injectate waters, and in some cases extensive boiling, 
are the only processes affecting volatile compositions 
on the East Flank.  Whereas dilution will affect some 
gas-water equilibria, for the purposes of this exercise, 
the effect is assumed to be minor.   
 
 

Well  
Tqz    
(oC) 

Hm       

(kJ/kg) Yres 
Cl*        

(mg/l) 
     
23-19-RD 299 2341 0.71 5967 
38-9 284 2100 0.56 6850 
38A-9 233 2100 0.61 4640 
38C-9 284 1300 0.03 3138 
38D-9 275 1260 0.04 3761 
51-16 278 1850 0.40 8221 
64-16-RD 280 1449 0.14 7252 
68-6 286 1300 0.02 1690 
83A-19 285 1550 0.19 6086 
83B-19 277 1758 0.35 5263 

 
Table 1.  Calculated reservoir parameters for East 
Flank discharges.  Tqz is the quartz solubility 
temperature, Hm the measured wellhead enthalpy, Yres 
the calculated reservoir vapor mass fraction, and Cl* 
is the liquid phase Cl concentration at Tqz. 
 
Current downhole reservoir fluid (i.e. 2-phase) 
calculations were made using WATCHWORKS 
(Arnorsson & Sigurdsson, 1982;  Klein, 2000).  Key 
results of those calculations are listed in Table 1.   
 

 
Figure 2.  Chloride-enthalpy plot; Cl contents 

calculated at the quartz equilibrium 
temperature. 

 
These results have been used to create the enthalpy – 
chloride diagram in Fig. 2.  A system mixing line has 
been established for the East Flank fluids using the 
boiling point for pure water and the “least-boiled” 
composition calculated for the well 38C-9 discharge 



as constraints.  The highest Cl-bearing discharges lie 
to the south in the East Flank.  Apparent vapor loss is 
large in some of the wells (eg. approaching 40% for 
51-16), but this is a likely artifact of injectate returns 
to these wells.  Quartz equilibrium temperatures are 
remarkably constant across the East Flank, with the 
exception of well 38A-9 which shows temperatures 
close to those of the maximum enthalpy for steam.  It 
is not clear at the present time if this is an 
exploitation effect or natural. 
 

 
Figure 3.  Water isotope data.  Note positive slope 

for discharge trend.  Vectors represent 
vapor-loss pathways for liquids boiling 
at specified temperatures. 

 
Water isotope signatures are portrayed in Fig. 3, and 
even with these new data, there remains no clear 
resolution to the debate over the origins of the water 
in the Coso system.  Water sourced from the Sierras 
(open triangles) was originally thought to 
predominate (Fournier and Thompson, 1982), but on 
the basis of further data from Coso production wells, 
Williams and McKibben (1990) suggested the 
predominance of an isotopically heavier source from 
the nearby Coso Range.  The isotopically light 
signatures recoded from wells 68-6, 38C-9 and 38D-
9 (Fig. 3) seemingly support recharge from the 
Sierras, although the data remain too few to be 
definitive. 
 
Also obscuring the argument is the relatively steep, 
positive slope displayed by the isotopic data.  This is 
most unusual for a single hydrothermal reservoir, 
given that there is very little 2H exchange capacity in 
reservoir rock.  The most plausible explanation for 
this trend is that it is the result of presently 
unquantified injectate returns to the East Flank wells.  
In this regard, 2H can be considered a semi-
quantitative indicator of injectate returns, with 
discharges from 38C-9 and 38D-9 least affected, 
83B-16 and 64-16-RD2 most affected. 
 
B is an excellent tracer of high temperature magmatic 
vapor input into hydrothermal systems (Quisefit et 

al., 1989;  Christenson et al., 2002), and as such, 
ratios of B to other conservative species such as Cl, 
can be useful indicators of source fluid entries into 
reservoirs.  Initial discharge compositions for East 
Flank wells from the early 1990’s (i.e., prior to brine 
injection) indicate that discharges from wells 51-16 
and 83A-16 were most enriched in B, with Cl/B 
ratios of 31 and 14 respectively.  For comparison, 
initial discharges from wells on pad 34 to the north 
had ratios >50.  Interestingly, by 2005 Cl/B ratios 
from 83A-16 had increased to > 40, while those from 
51-16 had remained virtually constant, and the ratio 
for 38A-9 (previously not assessed for initial 
contents) is ~ 28.   
 
Two factors that affect our ability to interpret the 
Cl/B ratio as a tracer of source inputs are the hitherto 
unquantified effects of injectate returns to the 
production wells, and B transport in the vapor phase 
(cf. Adams, 2004).  Further work is required to 
ascertain the effects of both processes on the current 
discharge compositions in order to monitor any 
potential changes in source fluid inflows with time.  
From the standpoint of the initial state of the field, it 
appears that principle source inflows were located in 
the south-central portion of the East Flank (in the 
vicinity of pads 51 and 83). 
 
Gas Chemistry 
There is a direct correspondence between total 
discharge CO2 and calculated vapor fraction in the 
reservoir (Fig. 4), pointing to the influence of 
production-induced boiling in the reservoir.  The dry 
steam discharge from 51A-16 has close to 12,000 
µmol/mol CO2, the feed for which is thought to 
derive from a shallow casing break in the well.  At 
the lowest reservoir vapor fractions, total discharge  
 

 
Figure 4.  Total discharge CO2 vs. reservoir vapor 

fraction calculated at the quartz 
temperature. 

 



CO2 contents range from 1200 to 1800 µmol/mol, 
and this range of values approximates fluid 
compositions least affected by boiling. 
 
Relative variations in total discharge He, CO2 and 
H2S contents (Fig. 5) also provide insights into the 
extent to which fluids have boiled in the reservoir.  
The discharge from 38D-9 has the lowest CO2/He 
ratio (~ 40) of any discharges, indicating that this 
fluid has undergone the least amount of vapor loss of 
any on the East Flank.  Three boiling model 
pathways have been calculated assuming a 38D-9 
“parent” fluid at 300 °C, including single-stage 
separation, multi-stage separation at 1° decrements, 
and Rayleigh separation at 300 °C.  All pathways 
cover the range of 0 to 5% vapor loss.   The 
distribution of data suggest that open-system 
degassing is the predominant boiling regime in the 
East Flank reservoir, with fluid from wells 38-9, 
38A-9 and 51A-16 being most affected by this 
process.   
 

 
Figure 5. Relative CO2-H2S-He compositions 

compared to theoretical boiling 
pathways for a 38D-9 fluid 
composition.  

 
It is of interest to note that both the most- and least-
degassed fluids (38-9 and 38D-9 respectively) are  
from adjacent wells in the East Flank, suggesting that 
permeability in this part of the field is strongly 
compartmentalized. 
 
The redox state of magmatic-hydrothermal fluids can 
provide clues, if only qualitative, into the relative 
proximity of source (i.e., magmatic) component 
inflows into hydrothermal systems.  Two principle 
redox buffers operate on magmatic hydrothermal 
system fluids (eg. Giggenbach, 1987).  As fluids are 
released from convectively degassing magma, H2 
fugacities are buffered by two principle magmatic S 
gas species, H2S and SO2.  Once magmatic gases are 

enveloped into the overlying hydrothermal system, 
however, water rock interactions involving a di- and 
tri-valent Fe buffer impose a strongly reducing effect 
on the fluid.     
 
Total discharge H2/H2O fugacity ratios are plotted 
against these buffer relations in Fig. 6, along with an 
additional rock buffer relation proposed by D’Amore 
and Panichi (1980).  Plotted temperatures for the 
discharges derive from the H2/Ar relation of  
 

 
Figure 6.  H2/H2O fugacity ratio plot for Coso system 

fluids, compared to main magmatic-
hydrothermal redox buffers.  Modified 
from Giggenbach (1987). 

 
Giggenbach (1991).  Data for the East Flank wells 
and fumaroles plot close to or above the so-called 
FeO-FeO1.5 rock buffer, suggesting reducing 
reservoir conditions are extant in the production 
reservoir.  This is further supported by other 
calculations showing that CO2/CH4 ratios are also  
 

 
Figure 7.  CO2-CO-CH4 geoindicator plot.  Modified 

from Chiodini et al., 2001. 
 



governed by these rock buffers.  The fact that many 
of the discharges have marginally higher H2/H2O 
fugacity ratios than dictated by the FeO-FeO1.5 rock  
buffer points to the excess vapor fractions entering 
the well bores.  It can be concluded, at least 
qualitatively, that based on the reduced nature of the  
fluids, none of the production zones are  immediately 
proximal to the degassing magma source. 
 
CO2-CO-CH4 equilibrium relations in the discharges 
are portrayed in Fig. 7 (adapted from Chiodini et al., 
2001).  With the exception of the discharge from 51-
16, all fluids plot in the two-phase region of the 
diagram, with the highest East Flank equilibrium 
temperatures being found in gases from wells 38A-9, 
83A&B-16 and 51-16.  The 51-16 discharge plots in 
the single-phase liquid region, which may relate to 
the dilution effect of injectate water on the log 
(H2O/H2) term in the abscissa.  Fluids from 38C-9 
and 38D-9 have the lowest equilibrium temperatures, 
consistent with their having boiled the least of any 
fluids on the East Flank. 
 

 
Figure 8.  δ13CO2  and δ13CH4 signatures for 

discharges plotted against equilibrium 
fractionation isotherms and magmatic 
and kerogen source compositions. 

 
The temperature dependence of 13C fractionation 
between CH4 and CO2 can be used to good effect as a 
“deeply-focused” geoindicator in systems having a 
single homogenous source of C (eg. Fiebig et al., 
2004;  Christenson et al., 2002).  Discharge data for 
which reliable δ13CH4 values were obtained are 
shown in Fig. 8, where they are plotted against their 
respective δ13CO2 signatures, and compared to two 
potential C source end-member compositions.  
δ13CO2 values range from -3.3 to -5.3 across the East 
Flank, overlapping the generally accepted range for 
mantle-derived carbon of -4 to -8 (eg. Deines and 
Gold, 1973).   δ13CH4  values, on the other hand, 

ranges from -20 to -34, reflecting either temperature-
dependent equilibrium fractionation, or perhaps the 
existence of multiple sources of C in the reservoir 
rocks.  The highest indicated temperatures range 
from 420° to 440 °C, are well above either measured 
or other indicated temperatures.  The lower 
temperatures (eg. 38C-9, 38D-9) match more closely 
the measured or indicated values.   
 
The present assumption, and one which is consistent 
with the predominantly igneous and high-temperature 
metamorphic lithologies thus far encountered in 
drilling on the East Flank (eg. Kovac et al., 2005), is 
that there are not multiple sources of C in the 
reservoirs.  The highest indicated temperatures are 
therefore thought to represent kinetically quenched 
values from greater reservoir depths, which coincide 
with the plastic-brittle transition temperature range 
for dioritic rocks (eg. Fournier, 1999). 
 
Source Characteristics 
There is little question that the volatiles derive from a 
magmatic source in the Coso system.  He in the 
discharges have 3He/4He ratios which clearly point to 
a mantle source (Fig. 9a).  The lowest CO2/

3He ratios 
analyzed in 2005 were ca. 3x109 in well 68-6 (Navy I 
compartment), which is only marginally above the 
generally accepted MORB value of 2 x109 (eg. Marty 
and Zimmerman, 1999).  The East Flank values range 
from ca. 5x109 to greater than 100 x109, once again 
pointing to the effects of variable amounts of vapor 
loss from those fluids.  The difference in CO2/

3He 
values between the 68-6 discharge and the least 
boiled fluid from the East Flank (38D-9) equates to 
less than 1 % vapor loss in an open system (ie. 
Rayleigh) degassing regime at 300 °C.  The largest 
departure (to 51A-16) equates to ca. a 4 % vapor loss 
under the Rayleigh model. 
 
Of particular interest is the effect that even such 
small amounts of vapor loss appear to have on the 
apparent 3He/4He ratios in the remaining fluid.  The 
curved pathway prescribed by the data point to an 
apparent boiling-induced fractionation of 3He out of 
the system, equating to decreased 3He/4He ratio of 
approximately 2 R/Ra.  We currently view this shift 
to be the result of matrix-fracture transfer of 
radiogenic 4He formed in the reservoir rock, a 
process which has also been proposed to account for 
the declining 3He/4He ratios in the Geysers 
production reservoir with time (Dobson et al., 2006). 
 
Relative concentrations of N2-Ar and He are shown 
in Fig. 9b, where they are compared to compositions 
for air, air saturated water (asw), mantle, and arc-type 
components (Giggenbach, 1987).  Also shown are 
actual data for some NZ arc-type geothermal and 
volcanic discharges.  The Coso data plot along a 
trend suggesting 2 component mixing between 



air/ASW and a N2-enriched mantle gas with a N2/He 
ratio of ca. 200. 
 

 
Figure 9.  Relative discharge compositions compared 

to end member source characteristics for:  
a.) CO2-3He-4He;  b.) N2-He-Ar;  and c.) 
N2-He-CO2 systems. 

 

Relative concentrations of CO2, N2 and He are shown 
in Fig. 9c where they are compared to a wider variety 
of arc discharges from NZ, and to a set of data for 
MORB basalts (Marty and Zimmerman, 1999), and 
the 3 boiling pathways described above.  It is clear 
that reservoir boiling cannot account for the apparent 
enrichment in N2 in the Coso samples over the 
MORB values.  Even correcting for N2 introduced 
with meteoric water (red and black symbols), the 
Coso gases remain N2- enriched over their MORB 
counterparts.  This enrichment raises some interesting 
questions as to the nature of the mantle underlying 
this nascent core complex at Coso, including whether  
it carries relict volatile signatures from an earlier 
subduction zone regime once active along the 
western margin of North America. 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
The results of this study provide some insights into 
the proximity of heat source inflows in the East 
Flank, and into the nature of the heat source itself.  
There is a surprising amount of variability of fluid 
chemistry over the relatively small production area, 
and while some of this can be explained as 
exploitation effects, there is seemingly clear evidence 
of compartmentalization of production zones.   
 
Interestingly, nearly all of the wells studied (with the 
exception of 38C-9 and 38D-9) show evidence of 
having tapped high temperature inflows at some time 
in the past, based on the different geo-indicators 
applied in this study.  Given that the various 
equilibria applied here are kinetically controlled, 
these apparent inconsistencies almost certainly relate 
to how the system has evolved in the recent geologic 
past, and how it is now responding to the current 
exploitation (eg., conversion to a 2-phase vapor-
liquid ,or in time, even a vapor-static regime).   
 
The highest indicated temperatures from 13CO2-
13CH4 fractionation point to values that reach and 
even exceed those of the plastic-brittle transition for 
silicic rocks.  Gases carrying these highest signatures 
derive from feed zones supplying 51A-19, 38A-9 and 
64-16-RD2.  It is suggested herein that the high 
temperature feeds carrying such signatures into these 
wells should be considered as the most direct 
conduits to the heat source. 
 
3He/4He isotope ratios reported here show evidence 
of matrix-fracture transfer of radiogenic 4He, which is 
most likely a direct result of exploitation-induced 
reservoir boiling.  While this has been proposed to 
explain similar changes in other producing 
geothermal systems, this also has interesting 
ramifications for natural systems which undergo 
depressurization, such as periodically erupting 
volcanoes.   
 



Finally, apart from N2, the Coso system discharges 
which are least affected by boiling have component 
signatures most similar to MORB gas compositions.  
N2, on the other hand, appears to be enriched relative 
to MORB, possibly reflecting a (relict?) 
inhomogeneity in the mantle beneath this portion of 
California.  Current work on δ15N composition on the 
N2 may provide some clues as to the origin of this 
unusual signature. 
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